Development of KHapmap Browser using DAS for Korean HapMap Research
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Abstract

The Korean HapMap Project has been carried out for the last 5 years since it started in June, 2003. The project generated data for a sum of 1,764,000 Korean SNPs and formally registered the data to the dbSNP of NCBI (The dbSNP website, 2008). We have developed a series of software programs for association studies as well as for the comparison and analysis of Korean HapMap data with four other populations (CEPH, Yoruba, Han Chinese, and Japanese populations). The KHapmap Browser was developed and integrated to provide haplotype retrieval and comparative study tools of human ethnicities for comprehensive disease association studies (http://www.khapmap.org). On that basis, GBrowse was adopted in the KHapmap Browser for inherent Korean genetic data, and a provision of extended services was pledged with the distributed sequence annotation system (DAS). The dynamic linking service of the KHapmap Browser to other tools in our intranetwork environment provides many enhanced functions over GBrowse without DAS. KHapmap Browser is expected to be an invaluable tool for the study of Korean and international Hapmap data.
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Introduction

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most abundant form of human genetic variation and are a resource for mapping complex genetic traits. A genome is covered by millions of these markers, and researchers are able to compare which SNPs predominate in people who have a certain disease. The International HapMap Project, launched in October, 2002, motivated us to start the Korean HapMap Project in order to support Korean HapMap infrastructure development and to accelerate the finding of genes that affect health, disease, and individual responses to medications and environmental factors (The International HapMap Consortium, 2007). In the International HapMap Project, various types of genetic data are being gathered and analyzed from four populations (CEPH, Yoruba, Han Chinese, and Japanese populations). The International HapMap Project developed haplotype maps that describe what these variants are, where they occur in the genome, and how they are distributed among the persons within. A Korean SNP and haplotype database system was developed through the Korean HapMap Project to provide Korean researchers with useful data-mining information about disease-associated biomarkers for studies of complex diseases, such as diabetes, cancer, and stroke. As a partial result of this project, we generated and registered data for 1,764,000 Korean SNPs to the dbSNP of NCBI (dbSNP website, 2008).

The KHapmap Browser that is based on the generic genome browser (GBrowse) provides haplotype retrieval and comparative study tools of human ethnicities for comprehensive disease association studies (Stein et al., 2002). GBrowse is a combination of databases and interactive web pages for manipulating and displaying annotations on genomes. In other words, GBrowse is a web-based application tool that is developed for navigating and visualizing the genomic features and annotations interactively for users. Through it, users can view a certain region of the desired genomes and search for genetic biomarkers. They may conduct a full-text search for most features of the genomes. They also can download SNP assay, genotype, and allele frequency information and generate customized sets of tag-SNPs for their association studies (Thorisson et al., 2005). GBrowse utilizes a web-based display that can be used to show arbitrary features of a nucleotide or protein sequence and can accommodate genome-scale sequences that are megabases in length. The GBrowse system consists of various kinds of software modules and systems, such as web servers, database systems, and Perl libraries.

At present, many biological websites that provide genomic variants or portal services have been developed using GBrowse, including the following: the UCSC Genome Browser (Kuhn et al., 2007), the International HapMap Project (Thorisson et al., 2005), PlasmoDB (The
Users can describe their annotations by translating them to two types of file formats in GBrowse. The first file format is a GFF (GBrowse file format) format that is designed to be a light and easy way of describing most genomic annotations that range from simple one-element features to complex, multipart features, such as operons and their regulatory and structural elements (Stein et al., 2008). The main limitation of the Bio::DB::GFF format is that it relies on a flat coordinate system to represent genomic features and can handle only one-level nesting of sequence features (Stein et al., 2002). The other is the GadFly file format. It was designed to be capable of representing multiple levels of part-subpart relationships and takes advantage of controlled vocabularies to describe feature types and gene functions as a solution for the limitations of GFF (Mungall et al., 2002). Because of the simplicity and fast speed that are used to treat GBrowse, GFF tends to be used more often. The GFF format is a flat tab-delimited file (Stein et al., 2008), and a series of individual data is written by lines. One line contains nine tab-delimited attributes; i.e., seqid, source, type, start position, end position, score, strand, phase, and group. If users want to show their genetic variants or annotations using GBrowse, one must provide newly generated data in GFF format to GBrowse.

Currently, one of the major tasks of systems biology is integrating as much experimental and computational information as possible and thereby gaining biological insight into the properties and function of the macromolecules that are under observation (Olason et al., 2005). DAS is one of the systems that support a distributed client-server network protocol. It allows sequence annotations to be decentralized among multiple third-party annotators and integrated on an as-needed basis by client-side software (Robin et al., 2001). DAS clients make requests by fetching a defined URL from a DAS server and accordingly receive simple XML responses using HTTP (Prllec et al., 2007). DAS-mediated data exchange and visualization is heavily used in popular genome browsers like Ensembl (Hubbard et al., 2007), Wormbase (Stein et al., 2000), and GBrowse (Stein et al., 2002).

Another choice of support is the web service that is based on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). SOA is composed of three components: service provider, consumer (service requestor), and service registry. BioMOBY is an open source research project that aims to generate an architecture for the discovery and distribution of biological data through web services (Mark et al., 2002). BioMOBY is not supported by many groups yet.

The KHapmap Browser, based on GBrowse, provides haplotype retrieval and comparative study tools of human ethnicities for comprehensive disease association studies. In order to provide user-friendly Korean genetic data manipulation and a provision of extended services, we developed the KHapmap Browser and show several cases using the DAS system.

Methods

Architecture and Services

There are five components in constructing the KHapmap Browser system (Fig. 1). The system uses Apache web server, GBrowse, two MySQL database systems, and DAS as the main modules. As middlewares, the Perl and Bioperl modules have important roles in operating GBrowse. Then the KHapmap Browser was operated based on GBrowse and DAS. We developed the KHapmap Browser on a Linux machine (kernel release 2.6.9~67.0.7,ELsmp) that had Intel dual quad processors, 16 GB of memory, and software (Apache 2.0.48, MySQL 5.0.45, Bioperl 1.52, GBrowse 1.68, Perl 5.8.8 and Biodas 1.07).

In order to install the GBrowse system, a web server and a database system were needed as minimal system requirements. We used two independent database systems for faster service. In other words, two databases were located physically in separated nodes on the network, so that Korean hapmap data could be searched at higher speeds. Another important component of the KHapmap Browser was the DAS module. Through DAS, remote resources, such as the UCSC genome database, the Ensembl genome database, and the Perlegen genotype database, could be embedded into the KHapmap Browser system with ease.

A system architecture for the discovery and distribution of biological data through web services (Mark et al., 2002). DAS is not supported by many groups yet.

The KHapmap Browser, based on GBrowse, provides haplotype retrieval and comparative study tools of human ethnicities for comprehensive disease association studies. In order to provide user-friendly Korean genetic data manipulation and a provision of extended services, we developed the KHapmap Browser and show several cases using the DAS system.
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There are five components in constructing the KHapmap Browser system (Fig. 1). The system uses Apache web server, GBrowse, two MySQL database systems, and DAS as the main modules. As middlewares, the Perl and Bioperl modules have important roles in operating GBrowse. Then the KHapmap Browser was operated based on GBrowse and DAS. We developed the KHapmap Browser on a Linux machine (kernel release 2.6.9~67.0.7,ELsmp) that had Intel dual quad processors, 16 GB of memory, and software (Apache 2.0.48, MySQL 5.0.45, Bioperl 1.52, GBrowse 1.68, Perl 5.8.8 and Biodas 1.07).

In order to install the GBrowse system, a web server and a database system were needed as minimal system requirements. We used two independent database systems for faster service. In other words, two databases were located physically in separated nodes on the network, so that Korean hapmap data could be searched at higher speeds. Another important component of the KHapmap Browser was the DAS module. Through DAS, remote resources, such as the UCSC genome database, the Ensembl genome database, and the Perlegen genotype database, could be embedded into the KHapmap Browser system with ease.
The KHapmap Browser was equipped with two services, the first one being a Korean hapmap data browsing service and the second being a mirror service of the International HapMap browser. In the Korean hapmap data browsing service, we showed the results of genotyped Korean SNPs that were produced by the Korean HapMap Project and also various types of analyzed data compared with the International HapMap Project (Lee et al., 2008).

DAS to KHapmap Browser

While there are many kinds of web database systems that are equipped with GBrowse, only a few systems support the DAS system—for example, the International HapMap browser and the UCSC Genome Browser. We embedded DAS to the KHapmap Browser so that it could utilize the already developed tools of the International HapMap browser by linking. Our trials to extend the KHapmap Browser include: 1. Embedding the UCSC Genome databases to our mirror service; 2. Embedding our mirror service to the Korean hapmap data browsing service; and 3. Dynamic linking of the KHapmap Browser to other tools-in this case, FESD, the Functional Element SNPs Database, which categorizes functional elements in human genic regions.

Preparation of Korean HapMap Data

In order to utilize GBrowse, most of the hapmap results were converted into GFF format except for the genotype data. At present, the International HapMap browser provides 36 data attributes through nine tracks. We removed some auxiliary attributes to visualize hapmap re-

Fig. 2. A mirror service of the International HapMap Browser (http://www.khapmap.org/). (A) A graphical view of SNP allele frequency, (B) Linkage disequilibrium (LD) plots of four populations (European (CEU), Chinese (CHB), Japanese (JPT), and African (YRI) populations).
Results

The KHapmap Browser system comprises five components, which use Apache web server, GBrowse, two MySQL database systems, and DAS as the main modules. Two, physically separated, MySQL database systems were adopted to deal with those complex and huge data of linkage disequilibrium (LD) and other annotated results. The KHapmap Browser can be accessed freely at http://www.khapmap.org/.

Fig. 3. Search results of the KHapmap Browser. A graphical view of Korean (KOR) SNP allele frequency and features such as copy number variation (CNV), D' value, R2 value, and LD patterns are shown for Koreans.
To service the International HapMap Browser as a mirror service, International HapMap data (NCBI build 36) were downloaded from the designated site (http://www.hapmap.org/downloads/gbrowse/latest/). By using a script that was provided for data input from the URL, all of the GFF files were generated and stored into the generic KHapmap Browse database. A graphical view of SNP allele frequency for the four populations (European (CEU), Chinese (CHB), Japanese (JPT), and African (YRI) populations) is shown in Fig. 2A. LD is known to occur in a block-like structure across the genome, whereby conserved haplotype blocks of tens to hundreds of kilobases are punctuated by "hot spots" of recombination (Daly et al., 2001). LD plots that were drawn for the same locus also are shown (Fig. 2B).

To service those users who are interested in only Korean haplotype data, we constructed a Korean HapMap data browsing service. A graphical view of Korean SNP allele frequency and features, such as copy number variation (CNV), D' value, R² value, and LD patterns, clearly were shown for Koreans (Fig. 3).

To utilize other Genome browser services, the local Korean Browser was extended to remote resources, in this case, the UCSC Genome browser by DAS (Fig. 4). Through this process, we give researchers an integrated service for SNP-related studies, in the KHapmap Browser service, users also can see the compared results between Korean and other populations by using DAS (Fig. 5).

We integrated the KHapmap Browser with the FESD system, the Functional Element SNPs Database, which categorizes functional elements in human genic regions (Kang et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2007) (Fig. 6). The figure shows that the results of FESD may be more powerful and graphically more dynamic by linkage to the KHapmap Browser.

Discussion

The KHapmap Browser has been developed as one of the results of the Korean HapMap Project. The KHapmap Browser utilized GBrowse and DAS in order to bring about three differences compared with the International HapMap Browser. First, we made Korean hapmap data from the genotyped SNPs and processed them so that users could analyze the data better and powerfully. For these purposes, we decided what information should be selected and made for the study of Korean genetic variants as compared with the international hapmap samples. Second, the KHapmap Browser provides two independent services: one is a mirror service of the International HapMap browser (Fig. 2) and the

Fig. 4. Track information of the extended mirror service by DAS using the UCSC Genome browser (HG18).

Fig. 5. Imported DAS tracks of the Korean HapMap data browsing service from the UCSC Genome browser.
Fig. 6. An application of the KHapmap Browser to FESD, the Functional Element SNPs Database, which categorizes functional elements in human genic regions.

Conclusion

During the Korean HapMap Project, we generated data for a total number of 1,764,000 Korean SNPs and formally registered them to the dbSNP. The KHapmap Browser was developed and integrated to provide haplotype retrieval and comparative study tools of human ethnicities for comprehensive disease association studies. Based on GBrowse, the KHapmap Browser utilized DAS in order to provide both powerful views of inherent Korean genetic data and a provision for extended services. A dynamic linking service of the KHapmap Browser to other tools in our intranetwork environment may be profitable and flexible because it can extend the originally limited functions of the tools. The KHapmap Browser is expected to be an invaluable tool for the study of Korean and International Hapmap data.
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